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Dear LADOT Friend, 
We are pleased to pass along this special invitation to you from the Los Angeles Times.  We
hope to see you there.

LADOT Communications Office

___
 
On behalf of the Los Angeles Times, it�s my pleasure to cordially invite you to our next
installment of our California Conversation series on Monday February 29 (yes it�s a leap
year!).  �The Road Ahead� will focus on transportation and explore new approaches to keeping
California moving into the future with top experts, innovators and policymakers.
 
The event will take place on February 29 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the Mark Taper Auditorium at
the LA Central Library. You can find the details, program and RSVP HERE.
 
LA Times editor Davan Maharaj, host Patt Morrison, and other LAT journalists will hold
conversations with the following distinguished guests and more:
�      Anthony Foxx, U.S. Secretary of Transportation
�      Phil Washington, CEO of LA Metro
�      Rob Lloyd, CEO of Hyperloop Technologies
�      Chris Urmson, Head of Google�s Self Driving Project
�      Seleta Reynolds, General Manager of LADOT
 
Your participation and presence will add tremendous value to our discussion, especially during
this critical time when Angelenos are discussing what our collective transportation future should
look like and how we want to move through our city.
 
We hope you can join us! 
 
All the best,

Suzy Jack
Vice President, Public Affairs & Events 
Los Angeles Times

About The California Conversations
The California Conversation event series is a new initiative of the LA Times to bring together key
voices and thought leaders to explore the direction we are heading - as a city, state and country
- and what can be done to shape that direction. It engages leading voices and experts on topics
critical to the Golden State. From the future of transportation and mobility to politics and the
environment, these sessions will tackle the most pressing and engaging issues impacting
California. To learn more about past CA Conversations, check out our website.
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